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AMI'MACT~

The effect of low pressure on the solid state reaction between mag-

nesium and Teflon was investigated with the percent completion of the

reaction the parameter considered. A reaction mechanism and the princi-

pal ptoducts of the reaction were determinea. No noticeable effect on

the percent conqletion was abs.rved at pressures greater than 350O of

mrcury, however the percent dropped off in att exponential faahiun be-

low 350m1 to a miniim= at 12ma, the lowest pressure considered.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the asbistance

md encourageuent given him by Professor James E. Sinc.air of the U. S.

Naval Postgraduate School in thib investigation.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVMATIONS

Vo - Total volume of system

Vs - Volume of acid introduced into system

V2 - Measured volume of gas in buret

T - Temperature at time of introduction of acid
0

T2- Temperature of gas and acid within system

Po " Pressure within system at time To

PI " Barometric pressure at time TO

P2 Total pressure of gas and acid within system

P Partial pressure of air at total pressure P2

P3 - Vapor pressure of water at T2

P - Normalized partial pressure of air
n

P " Partial pressure of hydrogen at total pressure P2h2

P " Normalized partial pressure of hydrogen
m

"S- Solubility of air at To and PI less vapor pressure of water

S2 - Solubility of air at T2 and Pa

I- Total moles of gas in buret

NI - oles of undissolved air in buret

N2 - Total moles of air in system, dissolved and undissolved

N3 - holes of dissolved air within system

N4 - Solubility of air in V5 at T2 and Pa

N5 - Solubility of air in V5 at T2 and 760mm less vapor pressure of water

N6 - Moles of undissolved hydrogen in buret

N17 - Total moles of hydrogen in system, dissolved and undissolved

%N8 - les of dissolved hydrogen in system

-. Mass of magnesium in system prior to ignition

M - Mass of pellet prior to ignition
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Mr -Mass of magnesium remaining aftexs ignition

JJ Cocn8to fudsovdhdoe tT ~

CS Concentration of udissolved hydrogen at T 2 and h

f - Ratio of air dissolve~i ýn V8 to siolubility in V0 at 
d P2 Il

B-Ratio of C1 to Cg

t-Mass fraction of magnesium in mixture

- Pressure of inert atmosphere in which pellet was fired

E -Percent completion of the reaction

UNITSIvolume Milliliters

Temperature Degrees centigrade

Pressure Millimeters of Mercury

Males Millinoles

Solubility Millimoles per liter except as noted

Mass milligrams
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INTRODUCTION

The rea4 tion between solid compounds or between solid ele~mnts and

compounds such as those used in propellants, boosters, and igniters is

normally accelerated by an increa4e in the pressure of the surrounding

atmosphere. An example is black powder which deflagrates when ignited

in a closed container under pressure while in the open at room pressure

it burns slowly. By a further reduction in pressure below atmospheric,

it is conceivable that a pressure could be reached where the reaction

would either not proceed at all or the extint to which it wuld proceed

would be greatly reduced.

This pressure effect was studied using a mixture of powdered mag-
14

nesium and powdered Teflon. This system was chosen since it -'s non-

hygroscopic, is, relatively inert at room temperature and pressure both

as a mixture and in single component form, and results in no gaseous pro-

ducts at room temperature. Systems such as lithiun, zirconium, and alum-

inum with Teflon were considered. lhe lithium and zirconium systems were

j discarded because cf the inherent difficulties in handling the pure metal

in powdered form. The alumirnm system was discarded due to a lack of

ignition reliability at atmospheric pressure.

Small pellets consisting of a Teflon rich mixture were ignited in

an inert atmosphere at various pressures ranging from approximately 700

millimeters of mercury to ten millimterso An excess of Teflon was A .d

to insure that the failure of any magnesium to react was due solely to

tha inability of the pellet to mstain burning. The quantity of unreacted

Tafion is the trade nm for polytzrafluoroethylene produced by Eo I.
Odullnt de Namours, Inc.
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xnagnesium and thus the extent to which the reaction proceeded wee deter-

mined by introducing a dilute acid stzlution and �asut'ing the volune of

hydrogeu rusulting from the reaction between magnesiun and the actd.
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BACKGROUND

The generally accepted theory for the thermal ignition and burning

of igniter type solid materials is that highly reactive gases are first

gene.ated by the decomposition or vaporization of one or more of the

constituents. These gases remalning in close contact with the solid

surfaces are then heated to the point where they flash, initiating igni'-

tkim, which then goes into steady state burning /l/. Studies conducted

at Princeton University on the ignition anA burning of solid propellants

and igniters indicated that pressure seemed to be the most important

factor in steady state burning /2/. Tests on nitrocellulose conducted

2 in the Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground indicated

that the heat of explosion is a function of the initial prescure of the

surrounding inert atmosphere /3/.

Brair, Churchill, and Thatcher investigated the effect of the temper-

ature of hot gases on ignition timue delay /4/. Their results indicated

that ignition time is related tn the temperature of the generatad gases

by an Arrhenius type ecqe'tion.

Experiments in an oven have shown that gases evolve from Teflon at

a temperature of about 4250 C /5/. These gases have been establish.ed to

be poisonous fluorocarbons containing two, three, and four carbons how-

ever so=e doubt exists as to the exact str-tctures. The three and four

carbon compounds have either propene and butane or cyclopropane and

cyciobutana structures, and quite possibly a mixture of both.

Coffin investigated the but-ing of magnesium ribbon in oxygen /6/.

His reaults strongly indicate a vapor phase mechanism for the combustion

of the magnesium ribbon. Hartman and Schneider, and iKelley have reported

values for the vapor pressure of magnesium ranging from one millimeter

at a temperature of 6210 C to 760 millimeters at 1107°C /7 and 8/.

3
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PI
Preliminary tests were conducted with the Teflon to obtain an approx-

imate temperature at which gas evolution began and on the magnesium-Teflon

mixture to obtain an approximate ignition temperature. Gases evolved

from the Teflon at temperatures in the rcnge 405 C - 420 C when heated

under a pressure of 500 microns. Pellets of the magnesium-Teflon Mix-

ture were ignited and proceeded to steady state burning at a temperature

of approximately 6500 C under atmwspheric pressure. At extremly low

pressure the pellets could not be ignited at this temperature.

The reacting mixture and the reaction products were examined by

X-ray diffraction. Weak magnesium oxide lines were observed on the dif-

fraction pattern of the magnesium-Teflon mixture in addition to the pri-

mary ce'.stituents. The same weak megnesium oxide lines were observed on
i3

the pattern of the products as well as very intense magnesium fluoride

lines and carbon lines, however the lines originally attributed to the

Teflon had completely disappeared and were replaced by lines assumed to

be from lower molecular weight fluorocarbons.
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SAPPARAILUS AND MATERIAL

The magnesium-Teflon pellets were iknited electrically in a stain-

less stedl bomb system (Fig-res aI and 2a). The volume of the bomb, 770

milliliters, was quite large compered to the size of the pellets ignited.

Use of thia design was primarily for the purpose of reducing to a min-

im=m any build up of pressure during the reaction due to the hot gases

formad ýhile the reaction was in progre,,s. A pure nickel liner was in-

serted in the lower portion of the bomb to elimnate any reaction with

inpurities in the steel since the reaction was slow enough to allow the

pellet to fall to the bottom of the bomb before completion. All glass-

to-glass and glass-to-metal joints were mKde using plain O-ring joints

mid ball and socket joint clamps. The metal fittings were fabricated

from stainless steel with joint dimensions identical to those of the

glass. The resul'tng glass-to-metal joints were extremely satisfactory

and could be dismantled rapidly when necessary. During low pressure tests

the system was maintained at a pressure of 500 microns for periods of

three and four hours with no measurable change in internal prersure.

The volume of the bomb and gas buret with all bomb valves closed except

that leading to the buret was 830.00 milliliters. All pellet ignitions,

hydrogen solubility corrections, and mass fraction of magnesium in the

mixture det-' "i.ations were made using this apparatus. The fitting shown

in Figure zio was used in place of the buret to determine the correction

for dissolved air entering the system with the acid. The dimensions of

this fitting were identical with those of the buret except for the length

of the tube and the addition of the manometer at the upper end. The

volume of the fitting was varied a slight a&ount by varying the amount

of mercury iu the manometer to obtain the desired pressures within the

5



system*

The firing circuit (Figure 3) jntained an at.wter to indicate pos-

itive firing. Upon ignition of the pellet the heat of the reaction

malted the ignition wire and the breaking of tha #rc4it vas ii-dicated

by the ==ater.

The magnesium-Teflon mixture was made of finely ground magnesium,

ash 325, and Teflon No. 7, a finely powdered form with particle size

approximately !he sae as the magnesium. The magnesium was analyzed for

magnesium oxide content by detar•olning the density of a compressed pellet

and by measuring the volume of bdrogeo evolved from the reaction of the

magnesium and sulphuric acid at a part.i&l pr.ssure of hydrogen at which

the solubility of hydrogen in the acid was negligible. The analysis of

the mwnasine indicated that it contained 12.9% magnesium oxide. The

pellets were made by lightly compretaing the mixture vith a platinum wire

passing tbhrough the pellnt a"d varied in mass from approximately 15 milli-

grea for tiow prescur, ignitions to 75 milligrams for higher pressure

ignitions. Platinum Ignition wire was used to insure that no reaction

would take place between the wire and the pellet. The pellets were lightly

compressed in insure that the reaction between the acid and any unieacted

magnesium would take place within ten minutes. The compression pressure

"was wifficient to insure normal ignition and butning at atmosph•rlc pressure.

Tests of the pellets indicated that the coa..ression pressure was uefictent

to prevent blowing apart of the pallet during burning.

P The acid solution used was one-teuth normal sulphuric and kwas pre-

pared by diluting the standazd reagent grade. For all determinations the

acid was saturated with air at room temperature and pressure. Water, also

6
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saturated with air at room temperature and pressure, was used In lieu of

the acid solution once the acid-magnesium reaction was completed.
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a Bomb Connection

Gas Buret

Figure 2a

b a Bomb Connection
b Mmnometor Connecticm

Air Carrection Fitting

Figurn 2b
lii
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PROCEDURE

Since the acid introduced into the system was saturated with air 7
it was first necessary to determine a correction for the amokmt of air

that would be included in the final gas volume measurement. This was

done by determining the fraction of air that remained dissolved in the

acid within the system. With the fitting shown in Figure 2b in place

on the bomb cover fitting, the reservoir was filled with 300 milliliters r
of acid. All internal valves except the reservoir stopcock were opened

and the system was evacuated to approzximately 500 microns. Valve "ail

was then closed and the reservoir stopcock opened and 257 milliliters

of acid allowed to flow into the bomb. Valve "b" was then closed and the

reservoir refilled with water. After a ten minute waiting period, to

simulate actual test conditio, s, valve "b" was opened and the system wab

brought to the desired pressure by allowing water to flow in. Measure-

wmnts were taken at various partial pressures of dry air from approximately

250 millimeters to 750 millimeters. The system was then allowed to stand

until the volume of gas in the tube remained constant over a period of

fifteen minutes. The volume of gas, the volume of liquid admitted, the

temperature and the internal pressure were then recorded.

The hydrogen solubility correction was determined in the same manner

as the air correction except that the buret was attached to the buret

fitting on the bomb cover and a known mass of magnesium was placed in

the bomb prior to evacuation. The coacentration of hydrogen in acid wag

determined for partial pressures of dry hydrogen fro- approximately 100

milliusters to 450 millimeters. The final total pressure in the system

was always room pressure and the partial pressure of hydrogen was varied

by introducing varyin3 masses of magnesium into the system.

11



S'rThe mass fraction of weineaia_- in the mixture was detcrmined in the

same manner as the hydrogen solubility ,ortection except that known -

masses of the magnesiuwmTeflir mixture te,se used in lieu of magnesiumh

The actual tests were conducted by a':taching the pellet ignition

wire to the electrical contacts, filling the reservoir with 300 milli-

iLters of acid and evacuating the system with all valves open except

valve "c" leading to the burret and the reservoir stopcock. The system

was th,,, vacuum flushed four tines with helium to rexwve all air. The

desired pressure in the system was 'then obtained by ailowing the required

-amunt of heliur to enter. When the pressure reached a constant value

within the system valves ',a" and "b" were closed, the firing circuit con-

racts attached, and the pellet ignited. A period of five minutes we.s

allowed after ignition was tndicated to insure that the pellet butning had

proceeded to its fillest extent. Valves "a" and "b" were then opened and

the system vacuum flushed four times with air to remove the helium. The

system was then evacuated to approximateiy 500 microns and the measurements

of the quantity of unreacted magnesium made in the same manner as in the

magnesium mass fraction determination.

12



DATA AM) ELI

The dotersination an aA o of application of th6 atr c*rd hydl'*ZG

solubility correctioni are C taine4 in Appev~tces I &u 11. Appeidix #

Ml cottaina the r'ezmlxqs of the daeto~ination of the ou fractto of

magnasium In the mixture.

ignition acull ook plce At al ;)eaaita- Veefet o rs

sur~e upon the e-tent to whic'ui the reaction pz~oceeded is shown in Figure 4

and all data are lieted in Taala i. Vo effect was obseeved on tLe exteat

of the reaction for pressures above approximately 0.5 attmsphara. Below

0.5 ativaphere a gradu~al decrease in the extenit of the reaction was noted

ea the pr,ýssre de-creased to approximately l00vi. At preasmre* below l0OOM

t~o extent of the reaction dropped off rapidly.

While no particular attem~pt was made to determtine the flam~e temper-'

ature, it was apparently som~here between the melting paint of platinum,

1773 cc, and the boiling point of platinum, 4300%0 /14/. this was evidenced

by an eeairta~ation of the platinum ignition wire after firing. Th'q wive

gave definiite indicationa of havin~g malted as a result of the hetat gener-

ated dntring the reaction aince pral..Wnary test irndic-Attd the current me

not of sufficient magnitude to melt it within the timse iuvolve4. Hoiseer1,

reuvighing indicated no chaenge in =%ass at all ext~ept for one run. At the

cowpletion of this run, pressure 296 'vo, an eight pmerent decreave 4in

the weight of the p n wi~e was noted. iwvr a sizaable place of

the wire was b-bser-etd r-3 be fuie-d to the bm-4b vall. lit addition what

appeoxed to be a small piacit *I frsee MaSPOSWR WaS feurA xematning in

the bomb, the mass of which was 0.61, Millig-ems. For tbac reason- run

number 12 was omitted ftom the calcul1ations.

13



A ~TABWt 1

IGNITION AND BURNING DATA

Run 1 3 4 5

Vo 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00

TO 22.47 22.49 22.45 23.38 21.80 21.64

P 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.60
0

PI 760.0 760.0 760,3 764.8 764.0 763.3 A
V8  815,36 816.64 816.48 819.40 8i9.80 819.22

V2  14.64 13,36 13.52 10.60 10.20 10.78

T2 21.80 22.50 22,57 23.00 22.30 22.88

P2 759,9 760,0 760.0 765.2 763.5 763.0

MP 26.07 18o64 13. i 0 23.09 15.42 15.59

Mm 6.21 4,44 4.55 5.50 3.67 3 71

4.89 3.51 3.62 1.55 1.16 1.26

E 21.3 20.9 20.4 71.8 68.4 66.0

p1 12.8 13.0 A2,,8 102L9 102.5 103.7

Ave E 20.9 68.7

Ave P 12,9 103.0

S14
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TABLE 1 (con't)

'i 9 o11 12* 13

vo 830,00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00

TO 19.50 23.42 22.28 22.80 22.4.2 21.42 23.00 '
P0  0,90~ 0.50 0.45 0.38 0.45 0.50 0.55

P, 762.9 768.0 764.9 766.9 767.4 767.4 754.9

v 819.39 819.76 818.70 819.90 820.03 819.98 818.75

v2 10.41 10.24 11.30 10.10 9.97 10.024 11.25

T2 20,10 23.40 22.40 21.68 2 11.66 22.40 23.204

P2 767.9 768.0 764.9 767.0 767.4 767.4 754.5

Mp 2.0-4 18ý.92 33.38 26.69 29.36 34.40 38.52

m 4.77 4. 50 7.95 6.35 It1 8.19 9.17

0.96 0.94 1.98 1.39 1.16 0.85 1.91

E 79.9 79.1 75.1 78.1 83.4 89.6 79.2

P 199.0 198.9 197.3 296.3 297.0 296.1 295.7

Ave E 78,0 80.2

Ave Pi 197.9 296.3

*Ru number 12 was disregarded

15
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TABLE 1 (con't)

Run 14 15 16 17 18 19

VO 830,00 330.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00

TO 23,29 21.94 22.17 23.56 21.93 2210.

Po 0.50 0.50 0.30 0.45 0.4•0 0.30•

p2  766.7 767.2 765.4 765.0 766.3 765.0

vs 818•,06 818.61 818.55 619.43 819.02 819.90•

V2 11.94• 11.39 11.45 10.57 10,98 10.1i0

m 13.98 13.01 17.71 8.54 13.63 8.10

Mr 2.56 2.03 1.83 1.63 1.78 1.24

E 81.7 84.4 89.7 80.9 86.9 84.7

P 399.1 398.6 397.5 496.6 496.8 498.5

Ave E 85.3 85.2

Ave Pi 398.5 497.3

16
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TABLE 1 (con't)

Run 20 21 22 23 24 25

Vo 830.00 830.00 830.03 830.00 830.00 830.00

T 22.62 22.12 22.63 22.63 22.03 21.960

PO 0.50 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30

P1  762.9 764.8 764.4 762.5 764.3 764.0

Vs 818.88 819.86 819.44 819.24 818.93 819.32

V2  11.12 10.i4 10.56 10.76 11.07 10.68
42

T2 23.32 22.43 22.29 22.88 23.12 22.10

P2  762.8 764.9 764.4 762.6 764.2 763.9

55,10 37.44 44.21 42.58 49.94 43.46

13.11 8.91 10.53 10.13 11.89 10.35

M 1.97 1.22 L,65 1.60 1.58 1.61

E 85.0 86.3 84.3 84.2 86.8 84.3

P 596.7 596.4 597.9 698.1 698.8 698.7

Ave E 85.2 85.1

Ave Pi 597.0 698.5

17
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DISCUSSION &ND C&NCLUSIONS

Considering the Teflon to be a eeries of C2 F4 units, the results

of the X-ray diffre:tion of the products of the reaction indicate that

it is reasonable to assume the reaction to be4 2ig + C2F14-~ 2M22

The presence of the MgO was assumed to have no effect on the reaction,

since the X-ray diffraction patterns made before and after the reaction

indicated no appreciable change in the magnesium oxide r.-tent. Oxid-

ation potentials listed by Latimer indicate that the formation of the

fluoride is fevored over the oxide /15/.

Mg + 2F-- MgF 2  +5.24 volts
SP•+½020 +2.37 volts

In the event that a sumll amount of magnesium oxide did decompose, the

presence of the excess Teflon would thus cauzqt any magnesium resulting

from this decomposition to react with fluorine leaing the oxygen to

come off as recombined molecular oxygen and possibly a small amount of

carbon monoxide. Any carbon monoxide and oxygen thus formed were assumed

Sto be in such dilute concentrations as to have no appreciable effect on

the pressure in the bomb or the unreacted magnesium.

From a consideration of the theory of ignition and burning /1/, and

the preliminary test conducted on Teflon and the magnesium-Teflon mixture

a possible mechanism for the reaction was assumed.

I. The evolving of reactant gases trom the Teflon upon heuLing.

2. The heating of these gases in close proximity to the hot solid

surface te a temperature in the vicinity of the melting point of magnesium

and concurrent mixing with magnesium vapor.

3. 1he ignition of the mixed gases followed hy steady state burning

i9
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jwhen the gases reached the proper temperature.

j • Since ignition occured in all instances some of the gases in every

cast were in the required configuration. At low pressures where burning

could not be sustained the reactant gsees were either at too low a temper-
ature or were not properly mixed to react. As indicated by Briar, Churchill,

and Thacher /4/, there is a definite ignition delay time once ignition

or burning temperature is reached in addition to the time for the gases

to be heated to the required reaction temperature. Too rapid a diffusion

rite of the gases from the hot reaction zone at the solid surface wouldIA
prevent the gases from reaching the required temperature and composition

for reaction. At pressures of approximately 350mm and greater the diffusion

rate was maintained at a value low enough to prevent its effecting the

reaction. As the pressure was reduced below 350=m, the diffusion rate

increased and some of the reactant gases passed out of the reaction zone

before reaching the required reaction temperature and composition.

The results obtained should be viewed in the light of a qualitative

rather than a quant-itative effect of pressure. Consideration should be

given to the inaccuracies introduced by the physical make up of the pellets.

Since the ignition wire passed through the middle of the pellet, initial

ignition took place inside the pellet and burning progr,:jsed from the

inside out. It is quite possible that at low pressures there was a slight

pressure buildup within the pellet which allowed ignition, whereas had

ignition been attempted at the outside surface of the pellet it would

have been impossible. At the other end of the curve the values of the

extent to which the reaction proceeded may be too low. Since the pellets

were lightly compressed, it is possible that some of che magnesium was

blown away from the reaction zone by the gases generated during the reaction

20
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before 
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react.
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APPENDIX I

AIR CORRECTION

A ds•fni.e quantity of air was introduced into the ay.sksz *-ith thn

air saturated acid, Dme to the relatively small !itqti2 z •res,

the lack of agitation of the liquid, and the e::tre.m!y low pr.su=re at

the time of introduction of the acid into 66• Vrnb, a c-rt.in 7.-tion

of the air was inclvAd.d in the final •ab ta0a&amezto The Ym=uut o air

included in the final gas volume in Aependent on the solhlility of the

air in the acid, which in turn is deppendent hn the partial pressure of

the air in the final gas *o /910

Zoos, Srciu, and Sibbitt /10/ aad Pray, Schwatchert, and Minnich

I!I/ in their i•ve tigat!cn of tbe a-ubilities of gaseo in water deter-

mined that, for gases whose aolubility is small, Henri's Law a;plic• to

the disaolved gas ?ver limited presoure ranges. Sinr.a all pressures in--

volved here are atmasphetic and lass, the assumption wa- mide that in a

addition to Henry's Law, the perfect gas lew and Dalton's azit a Raal's

laws were also applicable,

Solbility values compiled by Seidell /!ý/ and !Aomis /13/ indicate

that the solhbility of air in aq,-eos solutions of sulphuric- acid oZ 0,5

norma!ity and less is the se ac in water, Since. the acid was 0.1

oormsal it was con.sidered to he pure waý.er for solubilit•, purposes.

For a given vo•u• rf gas in rhe 1aret the partial p.essuze ;nd

the arm,•unt .f air can be 2etarmined tzing Dalton's law, the perfect gas

law, and Rapu'Ct1R iaw sipce the gas is saturared with wata' vypor and

itS e6aP-tMare is kno 1 4hn total maunt of air ft the sys'a; eia be

dererniied ftom the evae@ cor iri*ns of the bkib and the golshility

of &Ir in thl acid introdceiL ls the Air dissolved i- the acid
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within the system can be detertrdned. 
tj

To datetinine a relationpldp between the par'Aal pre- surie of dry air

an~d the amount of air dissolved in acid at that partiei! pressure, the

partial presmsae was Axormaitzed, using 760 Ttl:V eter,- as onormalizing

factor, and 'f', the fraction oZ the total ol~i3ythat the dissolve~d

Vir rep~resented, was determined (Tabie 2>. 'the no~rmalized pressure wai.

then plorted against 'T' ard the eqruation of tne reanilting carve dete-

rilcio by the ivethad of least -iquares (F~igure 5%.

it should be hnere noted taat aquviti~on (1) iee D iw way proposed as at gen'-

era' relvois'hiP. Virs valij~ty is cliclonly Afor the particular Scom-

atry of the syatom Mne conditioi'', extisting thereir.1 and over the range

of praetr-e andi soltiblities ir~volv-ed in tl'e experim~ental data.

Equaton4 (1) was tiien used to detrive --n expressionl for the partial

nre~sure 04f air thaz could bc used aver the entire range 
3f temperature,

pre'e~urc and ga vwlww involved,

Ii Pa7,1 N 2  ''3 (2)

By 'Law

N4 jPa

Sbstetutint g (3) and (4 rot (2O and rrarrangiflg, bearing in mind thaL

r a F 2 LP 4Y -,1 ' - -t

collecting~ terns results in 'a quadratic i' 
a
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(7•60- ?3)(562•)PN)+(3360)(N5 )(P2) P• (760 - P3)(5625)(N2) -0 (6)

L (N5)P 2) -N 5

Equation (6) was then used to solve foi the p,%rtial pressure of air

in the total gas volumes containing water vapor, air, and hydrogen.

25
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F. W

0,12,2

TABLE 2

AIR CORRECTION DATA

Run 1 2 3 4 5

830.00 882.65 883.00 882.71 884.90

T ~ 22.54 21.78 22.30 22.61 22.89

p 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.50

p1 762.3 770.0 764,,3 766.0 766.5

vs 821.72 876.60 875A5 874.76 873.73

V28.28 13.67 15.34 15.53 IgQr 'I0

P2762.2 582.2 543.9 537.5 43

T2 22.52 21.60 22.46 22~.60 22.91

0.7184 0.7370 0.7250 0.7220 0.7180

N0.3348 0.4196 0.4353 0.4347 0.4508

N2  0.6095 0.6652 0.6583 0.6535 0.6512

N3  0.2747 0.2456 0.2233 0.2208 0.2004

S2 0.7183 0.5608 0.5068 0.5006 0.4454

Pa 741.8 562.9 523.5 516.8 4~62. 5

N4  0.59504915 0.4451 0.4374 0.3896

f 01465 0.499 0.502 0.505 0.514

p0970710.688 0.681 0,601

26
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TABLE 2 (con't)

Run 6 7 8 9 10

V 879.49 860.69 867.47 870.74 83,0 CO

T 22.87 22.80 22.73 22.56 22.50

p 0.50 0.40 0.45 0.40 0.35

PI 766.3 763.4 764.2 762.8 766.8

Vs 840.30 830.64 844.48 869.38 821.93

V2  42 69 34.16 27.74 11.39 8.07

247.5 288o3 342.6 647.8 766.8

T 22.90 22.74 22.66 22.63 /2.39

S1 0.7162 0.7149 0.7168 M181 0.7234

N1  0.5241 0.4591 0.4841 0.3873 0.3271

0.6257 0.6125 0.6266 0.6432 0.6104

N 0M1016 0.1174 0.1425 0.2559 0.2833

S2  0.2176 0.2579 0.3110 0.6062 0.7259

Pa 226.6 267o6 322.C 627.2 74C.4

N4  0.1829 0.2142 0.2626 0.5270 0.:966

f 0.555 O.548 0.543 0o486 0.465

0.298 0.352 0.424 0.825 0.983
ýn

27
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0.30!
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0.46 0,4 0,50 0.52 0.54.0 O54

Fýraction of D4 s~oIvd Air as a F~unction of the
Pailtialj Auressure of D7, Air
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APPENDIX II

HYDRGENSOLUBILITY CORRECTION

7 1ice the naber of molea of hydrogen in the total gas volume was

determined it was necessary to apply a correction for hydrogen dissolved

in the acid. A series of tests was made in which a known mass of mag-

nesium was reacted with acid in the bomb and the volume of evolved gases

measurod. Using the saem assumtions as in Appendix I along the equation

(6) of Appendix I, the partial pressure of hydrogen, the amount of un-

dissolved hydzogen, and the mount of dissolved hydrogen were determined

(Table 3). To determine a relationship betwaen the partial pressure of

hydrogen in the total gas volwa and the am•unt of dissolved hydrogen at

that pressure, log B, the log of the ratio of &he concentration of dis-

solved hydrogen to the concentration of undissolved hydrogen was plotted

against log P., the normalized partial pressure of hydrogen (Figure 6).

The normalizing factor used was 760 millimeters. Sincc at PM 0, B 0 O,

the relation was assumed to be. of the form;
n

P - ABm

The log plot was solved for slope and intercept by the method of least

squares resulting in the relation;

m 3.564B" 34 5 3  (1)m

This relationship is preposed as being applicable only to the parti-

cular conditions under which the experimental data were obtained. Equation

(1) was then used to solve for the amount of dissolved hydrogen during the

actual ignition and burning tests.
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A'PENDIX III

DETERMdINATION OF THE MASS FRACTION OFF -AGNESTHjI" iM

MHE FAG.NESIUM-?EFLON MMIXUREX

F _ A known mass of the magnesi---Tefflon sixture was allowed to react

with acid within the system and the final volx--e of evolva. gaseo veas-

ured. The mass of magnesiuvi in the total mass of the sixture was detater-

mined by the methods of Appendices I and HI. The !-esulting mass fractions

are listed in Table 4. Trhe average mass fraction used was 1/4.20.

*II
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TABLE 4

MIAGhNESIUM MASS FRACTION 1DATA

Run 1 2 3 4 5

Vo 830.00 830.00 830.00 830.00 830,00

To 22.51 22.31 22.89 22.98 22.30

PO O0.30 0. 50 0.60 O0 &O1 0,, 6,0

Pi 762.9 759.9 766.7 765.7 770l8

812,94 813.83 812,93 815.71 805.98

V2  17.06 16.17 .2.07 14.29 24.02

P2 763.0 759.7 766.6 765.8 77!.0

22.50 22.32 22.87 23.00 22.30

I. 0.7191 0.7190 0.7165 0.7136 0.7294

N2  0.598i 0.6076 0.6095 0.6090 0.6149

N 0.7061 0,6668 0.7089 0.5926 1.005

N5 0.5822 0.5853 0.5773 0.5775 0.5802

P 448.8 472.7 45,.O 421.2 357.1

kPh 293.8 266o8 286.7 223.5 394.0

N6  0.2719 0.2342 0.265 ' 0.7730 0.5136

Cg (X 102) 1.594 1.448 1.553 1.211 2*138

0.387 0.351 0.377 0.294 0.518

B (X 102) 0.1608 0.1216 0.1498 0.0728 0.3761

C! (X 104) 0.2562 0.1762 0.2356 0.0881 0.8041

N8  0.0201 .034,3 0.0189 0.007•2 0.*0645

N 0.2916 0.2485 0.2840 0.1802 U. 57o4

Mm 7.10 6.04 6.91 4.38 14.07

Mp 29.81 25.48 29.26 18.26 58.95

r 1/4.20 1/4.22 1/4.23 1/4.17 1/4.19
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